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EXPLORATION
The lost wisdom of maahmaah



Somali maahmaah are somali proverbs which are on the verge of 
vanishing. With language loss happening across the somali diaspora. This 
has become a problem. As an animator I asked myself “how can I teach 
somali maahmaah to second generations somalis using animated 
storytelling?”The research began by interviewing the target audience and 
understanding their wants and needs. In my research I found that Somalis 
are often portrayed negatively in the media. Usually in the context of war, 
poverty or violent acts like piracy. By making prototype animations and 
testing with somalis, the educational piece of content turned into a media 
campaign with the goal to aid in the revival of Somali oral traditions. By 
making animations correctly representing somali people and shedding a 
light on somali culture. This campaign will promote traffic to  
Maahmaah.com, a collection of maahmaah governed by Somalis. This 
online library provides translations and commentary on maahmaah, the 
ability for anyone to add to the collection and report it wherever necessary.
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Somali maahmaah are somali proverbs which are part of the great somali 
Oral traditions.[1] A Maahmaah is a statement that often speaks of an 
experience or event that a person has gone through and then omits wise 
words that measure his or her event and affect the daily life of the larger 
community in which he or she belongs verbally and culturally. 

Somalis are among the people who are highly regarded as having a rich 
language. This has enabled them to deliver meaningful expressions that 
carry deep meaning which can last as long as there are people who use 
that language. [5] The saying: “Waxay Maahmaahda soo af jartaa hadalka”
(“A proverb brings debates to a close”) showcases how important the 
maahmaah is in our conversations. It often works as a truth bomb. The user 
uses them as arguments because they function as reminiscent devices 
helping listeners remember the moral of the story. While the original story 
behind the proverb is often forgotten through the passage of time, the 
meaning is imparted on the somali conscious. Leaving a lesson that is 
cherished for generations. [9]

Example:

“Nimaad kabahiisa tolayso, 
kafantaada tolaaya”
Literal translation:

Even if you craft someone’s shoes, he will still craft 
your grave.

Commentary:

Even if you help out someone, for example by doing 
a favor.  That doesn’t mean they will never cause 
you any harm. 

What?
What topic will you be researching through design?
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PHASE 1
Key research

Photo by Ismail Salad



A study shows that an insufficient number of Somali proverbs and folktales have been 
published in Somali, which became a written language only in 1973, Moreover, the 
tragic events of modern Somali history have placed the national oral traditions on the 
verge of vanishing[1]. 

Since platforms like Youtube, Facebook and more recently Tiktok has been released. 
Somalis all around the world became familiar with these platforms. And some of 
them have even taken it upon themselves to document our history in their own way  
by creating content online. 

Currently these are the following different ways that these maahmaah have been 
documented / passed down. (see attachment 3.0 for more examples)

● Oral tradition: By teaching your children verbally from memory
● Diverse social media posts
● Books: physical copies/ e-books /Scanned in pdf 
● Comics : Social media
● Animations: On youtube
● Videos: Social media
● Lectures by linguistic professionals 

Even though these ways are a great start. Most of them aim to the people who 
already speak the Somali language. A review of The book “maahmaahyo saddex leh 
by Jaamac biixi muuse”(see attachment 2.0)  shows that if you can’t read somali, this 
book isn’t of much help. Since it’s only written in Somali.  Aidarus Jimale explained it 
the following way: “Most Somalis know about Maahmaah since it’s interwoven into 
the language. If you speak Somali you understand the maahmaah by simply seeing or 
hearing it. You therefore remember it’s meaning again. (Aidarus Jimale, march 12, 
2022) 

Attachment 4.0 Examples of social media posts. 

When they are targeted to people who don’t speak somali but for example English. 
They either are of low quality, the viewership is too low or they lack consistency. These 
projects unfortunately  end prematurely before any significant impact has been 
made. For example the twitter account: @Somaliproverbs which doesn’t exist 
anymore.

Specifically on the topic of Maahmaah. If you search the keywords “maahmaah 
english” on Youtube and sort the results on view count. The number one result is the 
following video “Maahmaah soomaali *somali proverbs Series 1” With 19.000 views. The 
video makes use of stock assets that don’t work all too well together. 

Conclusion: 

Somalis have been passing down their proverbs through oral traditions. Due to the 
language only being written about 50 years ago and the tragic events of modern 
history, the traditions are on the verge of vanishing.[1] The internet has brought us 
many ways to attack this problem. However, considering the potential social media 
has, it is important to create content that is of high quality and consistent enough to 
make a significant impact on the problem. This is however currently not achieved by 
current solutions. So how can I teach somali maahmaah to second generations 
somalis using animated storytelling?
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Desk research 
Which media forms can be used to teach maahmaah?

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=maahmaah+english&sp=CAM%253D


Interview Iman dire 

The first interview (Full interview) was held with Iman Dirie, a 22 year old second 
generation Somali who lives in Toronto. She is a storyteller and poet. In her life, she has 
never been to Somalia. Her opinion on her Somali identity has been through a lot. As a 
child the only thing she would hear is: Pirates. She started associating her identity 
with that. In the interview she has been asked how she felt about going to Somalia. 
She explained that if I asked her that question many years ago, she would’ve cried. 
The reason behind it is because of all the rumours about people going there and 
never returning back. Growing  up she loved reading and writing. This is one of the 
reasons she became a poet and started posting her work online: @signed iman

Her language skill in Somali is however not great. On a scale of 1-10 she rated herself a 
7 for understanding the language and a 2 for speaking. She joked about how she 
wished to go duolingo and choose somali, since that would’ve been way easier.  

Do you have any somali maahmaah that you want to share? 

"Soomaalidu been waa sheegtaa, laakiin been ma maahmaado!" =
(Somali people narrate lies, but not through their proverbs)

She described this maahmaah as her dad’s favourite. 

The impact of media representations on Somali youth[8] 

“ I think that also we need to do some programs that encourage our kids to be proud 
of being Somali. A lot of kids are not proud and I don't blame them because every 
time they look on TV they see a warlord that's killing people, people who are starving 
or pirates. Or some terrorist. So... that discourages them about being Somali
(Kadiye, June 23, 2011). [8]

“ When I came to the school and wore the hijab, I felt not as comfortable as in Africa. I 
felt like everyone noticing I was different...I started feeling [different] because of the 
way they were looking at you...I won’t say I felt shy, but not as comfortable as before. 
Because there was the issue in Quebec and that kind of thing was all political. Still 
soccer is soccer...But honestly... I think I could have done much better on that team if I 
didn’t feel so different 
(Idman, April 22, 2011). 

Language loss

My grandmother Zayneb had the following to say about maahmaah: 
“I heard everything (about maahmaah) from the people around me, I learned it the 
same way languages thought. Even though I don’t use it on a daily basis. Because of 
the reason I speak my language, I understand what most of them mean, My kids who 
are now ages 30-50 who grew up in the west don’t understand most of the language 
now let alone their kids. And that’s a problem. (Grandmother Zayneb, march, 13, 2022) 

Conclusion

In this exploration Second generation somalis are referring specifically to somalis who 
grew up in the west. Who may not speak the language Somali well. Ethnic somalis 
currently lack proper representation in media. This is because of tragic event of 
modern somali history and the lack of a positive narrative in the media. It is therefore 
important to showcase a somali culture in a positive way. 
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Interview
Who are second generation somalis?

https://www.tiktok.com/@signediman?lang=en


As a second generation Somali living in the netherlands. Something I have always struggled with is my heritage. 
Whether that’s the fact that I’ve never visited even Somalia or the fact that I don’t fully understand the somali 
language well (Although I do proudly proclaim being Somali). In my personal life this has caused my family and I to 
interact in a minimal amount of dialogue. 

Personally, I would like to reclaim my heritage by researching oral somali traditions. This topic is dear to my family 
especially my father. It's been a minute since I needed his help and it allows for us to connect to work on a project 
together. As a somali person I would like to introduce the world and our own people to somali maahmaah. As the 
author of maahmaah saddex leh says: “So that the youth of today can take advantage to remember the value and 
wisdom of the maahmaah. I also aim to revive the vocabulary of our mother tongue and of course to enhance the 
reputation of our language. [6]

Whenever my father and I happen to converse. There is a big chance that I will catch him saying some words that 
rhyme. He would explain to me daily that these sayings are called maahmaah but I would always forget about them 
soon after. This is a problem because our history is being lost and I won’t be able to successfully pass it down to the 
next generation. 

During the interview Iman she pointed out that the only thing she knew about somalia was Pirates. This is because of 
the movie captain phillips that painted somalia that way. Growing up that’s all I would hear and I associated 
subconsciously that with Somalia as well. I want to change this mindset or at least provide another perspective so 
that there is a chance that people associate positive traits like our oral tradition instead of the known negative media 
stereotypes. 

As a designer I have developed a lot of skills as an animator. In an comedic skit I produced the summer of 2022. The 
main character (an average second generation) Somali guy that deals with his (first generation) uncle. For a lot of 
Somalis was this the first time they saw representation of themselves in their point of view high quality animation. 
And I received a lot of comments talking about that experience. (see figure 2.0)
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Positioning
What is my personal stance on the matter?

PapaSaber cartoon screenshot 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlsRV
W-yA-8 

Translation: Omg, you are somali please 
you have to be kidding me. I didn’t know a 
somali animator existed damn, keep 
going. 

Translation: Ma sha Allah =  A phrase used 
to show appreciation for a person. 

Reactions on “The uncle that doesn’t know 
personal boundaries”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlsRVW-yA-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlsRVW-yA-8


Somalis have been passing down their proverbs through oral traditions. 
Due to the language only being written about 50 years ago and the tragic 
events of modern history, the traditions are on the verge of vanishing.[1] The 
internet has brought us many ways to attack this problem. However, 
considering the potential social media has, it is important to create content 
that is of high quality and consistent enough to make a significant impact 
on the problem. This is however currently not achieved by current 
solutions.

Ethnic somalis currently lack proper representation in media. This is 
because of tragic event of modern somali history and the lack of a positive 
narrative in the media. It is therefore important to showcase a somali 
culture in a positive way

How will you further organize the research?
This research will investigate this lack of knowledge and provide a solution 
using research through design. With an animated format with the goal of 
teaching second generation somalis about maahmaah.  

This research will continue on how educational content can be made and 
how somalis can interact with the design.

Conclusion.
Phase 1 key research.
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PHASE 2
Animation & interaction



Creating animated maahmaah. 

“Bel nin soo jook laga waay soo jiff aa laga helaa”

Literal translation:
He does not hear the word stop, will hear the words lying down.

Explanation:
He who won’t listen to warnings will get
Into trouble.

With this second prototype I  teamed up with Abdi from @typycalmallie a somali 
content creator from minnesota. Who helped me write the comedy for this video.

He also provided the maahmaah:

 “nin kuu digay
kuma dilin”

Literal translation:
he who warned you didn’t hurt you. 

Both videos can be viewed here on the right and provided an example of what the 
animated form of a maahmaah could look like. The videos were then shown to a 
private group of people to gain feedback. The feedback was mostly showing support. 
The reason for this probably because something like this hasn’t been made before. 
Because of the severe lack of solutions to this problem it was oftentimes difficult to 
get proper feedback. The main points  however were:  to lower the music, slow the 
videos down to get more time to read the maahmaah and have more range in my 
voice while playing different characters. 
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Prototype 
How does maahmaah look in animation form?

 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15ygoxcg5sZKHMp-6Pf8hrSe5DH6ne_Su/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/15ygoxcg5sZKHMp-6Pf8hrSe5DH6ne_Su/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JmhjKd3h_zE5pF3s3lz4BsTlsabat0ID/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JmhjKd3h_zE5pF3s3lz4BsTlsabat0ID/preview


The goal of the animation should be to represent somali characters. To achieve I took 
inspiration from real life somalis. Abti which means uncle. Is directly inspired by somali 
elders who wear red henna (see design abti). Iman is inspired by @signediman and 
saber by myself. The characters all have mouths which either look happy or frown. (see 
lip sync) 

Design Iman
With Iman I strived to create a character that was a nice translation from her as a real 
person. Iman also voices the character herself and wrote her character alongside with 
me. 

(re)design Abti
The redesign of Abti has minimal changes. I wanted the character to be recognized by 
old viewers so I opted to make the character simplified to also make it easier to 
animate.
He doesn’t have his white cloth with him, and his kufi has has a simple 2 color pattern. 
His hair is also just one color. 

(re)design Saber
The character used to have yellow sleeved and a big afro hair (see attachment) The 
hair has changed to a more realistic hair type, Inspired by myself. The sleeves have 
also become just the color green. The yellow color is now found on Iman, The 
character is easier to animate and represents somalis better.

Especially the fade hairstyle is very popular under the somali men. For every visit to 
the barber a fade is essential!

Objects: 
This animation originally contained a piggy bank. Because somalia is a muslim 
majorty country the change was made to a sheep. Muslims view pigs as unfavourable 
animals so for that reason it makes more sense that somali kids would have a sheep 
bank.
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Design
How does the animation look?

8.1 redesign Abti (2021, 2022) 8.1 Animation Saber trend

8.1 Design Iman

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iY6-MO4Cq5hmZQjS8v_PRxt_xxLq-FAB/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iY6-MO4Cq5hmZQjS8v_PRxt_xxLq-FAB/preview


To showcase the collection of maahmaah. The videos alone won’t cover much. For 
that reason the  this campaign will be linking to a website where you will be able to 
read them off like a dictionary. The purpose of the campaign is to bring awareness to 
the existence of maahmaah. In order to bring attention to said collection. 

The best way to read maahmaah is to have an online dictionary. Available in different 
languages and the ability for Somali to add on to this collection. A data common of 
maahmaah .made by the people and governed by them as well. The domain 
maahmaah.com was available and has been obtained for this campaign. 

The website will have the following features per page: 

Home page:

● Read a maahmaah in the format
● Search for a maahmaah 
● Report a maahmaah
● Link to log in
● Find maahmaah per user
● Find maahmaah per topic

Submit page: 
● Input  a maahmaah to the data common 
● Link to log in

About:
● Showcase this campaign
● All the videos 
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Prototype
How do I showcase the collection of maahmaah?

Mobile front page Submit page



Since the channel of PapaSaber has 450k followers. The channel has a certain 
percentage of Somali followers somewhere around the 50K mark. The channel 
direction has been very sporadic. This series would become a landmark of the channel 
as it first proper collection of videos. With followers able to expect what type of 
content would come after. Since I’m the owner of this big channel, this is a great 
opportunity to release the content and provide more representation for somalis with 
my character Papasaber. 

Tiktok #hashtag study: 

#maahmaah - 514,2K views
#somalitiktok - 28.1 B views
#somali- 14.4B views

Tiktok has a great algorithm for showing content to the right audience. The way 
Tiktok achieves this is by showing the content to a group of 500 viewers. These 
viewers are different kinds of audiences. These audiences are chosen based on the 
hashtag, the creator account and past engagement by users (likes, views, comments, 
shares). It determines who will be entertained by these metrics and makes it then 
appear on the famous “for-you” page. 

Since the goal of this campaign is to inform and entertain somalis. This campaign will 
take place on all major social media platforms. Youtube, Instagram and Tiktok. This 
campaign will feature vertical videos because these platforms are pushing this type of 
content in 2022 more. Youtube with Shorts, instagram with Reels and Tiktok’s default 
format. 

● Comment
● Like
● Share
● Submit a maahmaah
● Report a maahmaah
● Participate in #maahmaahchallenge 

#Maahmaah challenge 

A prominent function of TikTok is the ability to collaborate with other creators. Dieting 
and stitching  are a great example. A duet is a video playing directly alongside another 
and a stitch is changing an ending to an already existing video. The #illgofirst has 
been widespread. A creator will ask the audience to share a story and proceeds to tell 
his own first for example: “Tell me about how you failed your driving exam…I’ll go first. 
The audience then stitches right at the cut before I’ll go first and tells the audience 
their own. 

For this campaign we will be doing something similar. Instead of sharing a random 
story, we will be asking the audience to share a maahmaah. PapaSaber will be  going 
first..

 the goal is to ask a few Somali creators beforehand if they will join in on this 
campaign. So that the hashtag will take off.
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Desk research
How will these videos get released? 

Deskresearch
How can somalis interact with this campaign?



Design criteria: 

● Videos have a maximum length of 1:00. ( due to instagram maximum 
length for a vertical video being 1:00) 

● Shot in 16:9 vertically (Purposely made for tiktok, instagram reels & Youtube 
shorts)

● Every video contains one Maahmaah
● No drawn backgrounds ( to save time in animation and provide focus on 

the content) 
● Different characters appear in the videos. ( representation) 
● No display negative stereotypes. (pirates, war, poverty)

Design goals:

● Create positive representation for somalis online
● Reach as many somalis online to combat vanishing of culture.. 
● Teach maahmaah in a fun and engaging way using animated storytelling
● Have somalis actively interact with the campaign and feel involved.
● Maahmaah.com becomes a big library

How can this be measured? 

● The target audience ( second generation Somalis) are found in the 
comment section. 

● Comments containing appreciation for Maahmaah and the wisdom
● Comments containing appreciation for representation
● Personal messages from Somalis showing appreciation
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Conclusion 
What are the design criteria?
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PHASE 3
Proof of concept

Photo by Ismail Salad



Overview campaign

This concept exist of two important parts.

- A social media campaign
- A datacommon on maahmaah.com 

The social media campaign 
Platforms: Youtube, instagram & tiktok

Informational: 
1. What is a maahmaah? (informative) 
2. Maahmaah.com features explained. 

Entertainment: 
3. 1 short story containing a maahmaah. 
4. 1 short story containing a maahmaah. 
5. 1 short story containing a maahmaah. 

Interactive: 
6. #MaahMaahchallenge

A datacommon on maahmaah.com 

An online library of somali maahmaah where users have the ability to log in, browse 
maahmaah, add to the collection and report incorrect entries. 

To test this I will create 1 short story containing a maah and release it online.
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Proof of concept: MAAHMAAH
A campaign raising awareness for somali sayings.

Mobile home page (design)Entertainment example

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sgLyLCr9VF-B_HQU40WzRZoNaQjqgbmJ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sgLyLCr9VF-B_HQU40WzRZoNaQjqgbmJ/preview


Concept Ramadan maahmaah( 1 short story containing maahmaah) 

Ramadan is a very important month for somalis. As a muslim majority country over 99% people practising Islam.. Every 
year somalis all around the world fast and being charitable is encouraged. Especially during the last 10 days of 
Ramadan. One of these nights is called “Laylat-al-Qadr” (The night of power). During this night the angel Gabriel 
revealed the Holy Quran first verses to the Prophet Muhammed (PBUH). [10]

With Somalia currently suffering from a drought, I wanted to use this chance to make an animation relating to the 
situation with a maahmaah included. Online I found the charity: “Ixsaanka ehelka ayuu ka unkamaa.” (Charity begins at 
home). I planned a writing session with Iman Dirie from the first interview, because I wanted to include a female 
character on this maahmaah. To get the representation right, it was important to have the character sound like any 
Somali girl would. The end result became a storyboarded version shown here on the right. With the script you can read 
here , The characters Saber & Abti were voiced by Saber (me) and Iman was voiced by Iman dirie.

The storyboard was then shown to variety of somalis from family, friends and even at a benefit raising water for somalia 
in April. It was there that I met Gadiid from @Dhaqandoon, a somali guy who coincidentally has the same goal to revive 
the somali culture. Dhaqaqoon means “Finding culture”. On his socials, he explains it in the following way: Dhaqandoon 
is a production company that wants to show a glimpse of the beautiful world of Somali culture and history. After 
showing him the animation he was very found on the concept. He did however point out that “charity begins at home” 
is not an iconic Somali saying. It is also considered to be biblical. “Although it is not a direct quote from the Bible, it is 
often considered as a biblical phrase. “ [11]. 

We exchanged contacts and he pointed me towards more charity related maamaah from which I chose the following: 
“Meel hoo u baahan hadal waxbo kama taro” (a place in need, speech is useless) 

Explanation:
Where people are asking to receive, words alone don’t accomplish anything. 

The ending was rewritten and the animation was made and released on 26th of April on tiktok, instagram & youtube. 
With a link to a campaign from launch good. A charity organization raising money to build water wells in Somalia.
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Proof of concept: MAAHMAAH
A campaign raising awareness for somali sayings.

Storyboard attachment 14.0

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17piM2pAkLR850mU01JiQexIWyjt4aat7/view?resourcekey
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVYNRasccJJznpLvSpmAWAQ
https://docs.google.com/file/d/17piM2pAkLR850mU01JiQexIWyjt4aat7/preview


Stats: 

Tiktok: 28.4K    
Youtube: 500 
Instagram: 16.4K 

Highlighted comments: 

“This is a masterpiece <3”
“Abti speaking facts”
“Damn you right uncle” 
“Honestly love this animation and I feel like it was a very 
entertaining way of spreading awareness” 
“You should make a maahmaah series cause I like it”

Discussion:

By upholding the design criteria to not show Somalia in a 
negative stereotype, the issue of the drought in somalia 
may have been minimised. It’s very common for charity 
promotions to show the harsh reality of a situation. 
However for Somalis the fact that it hasn’t rained in 3 years 
is common knowledge. Like explained before, I hope that 
this video works like a maahmaah in the sense that it made 
the viewer remember what’s happening and donates. It’s 
very common for a Somali muslim to donate every single 
night during the last 10 nights to benefit from the night of 
power. Due to the change in script, the video got delayed 
and came out in the last 5 days of Ramadan. This may have 
caused the video to have a shorter shelf life. The charity also 
might have took the focus away from the maahmaah. For 
the videos in the future the maahmaah will be sole focus.
So not a charity will be linked but maahmaah.com 
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User test
proof of concept: MAAHMAAH

Conclusion: 

The video came out to be a success. In the comment 
section a random viewer commented: “You should make a 
maahmaah series cause I like it” The style was liked and 
the wisdom was appreciated. Comments about Abti 
speaking facts showed that the wisdom of maahmaah is 
acknowledged. The animation achieved reached almost 
50.000 interactions across all platforms. Successfully 
Providing an accurate representation of somalis and 
showcasing the wisdom of maahmaah in animated form 
through storytelling. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sgLyLCr9VF-B_HQU40WzRZoNaQjqgbmJ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sgLyLCr9VF-B_HQU40WzRZoNaQjqgbmJ/preview
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Saber : How did he collect them?

Iman: I think he just collected them in his spare time 
from his own memory. Um, I'm not sure what he wanted 
to do with it though, but I can only ask him to let you 
know Later on..

Saber : Awesome. So did he wrote them down?

Iman: He did, years and years ago. So like I have the file 
actually. But. It's like a really old, like, it's just like, you 
know, how back in the day, like here's like the files just 
text basically. 

Saber : You also just mentioned from, uh, that your dad 
was collecting the Proverbs feely from memory, right? So 
there's like, I was doing some research about how we, 
you know, about our history. And I found out that like our 
language is only since 1970 ish, was it become a written 
language.

And before that it was all like oral traditions. Exactly. Like 
you said, from memory passed down. And until the 
recent years, that's when people really started writing 
stuff down and you know, then the whole war happened 
and that set us back even longer. So, well, while we're at 
the stage of like, you know, writing stuff down and 
having texts , we're not even nearing media or like 
movies.

Stuff like that. We're, we're very behind in that, uh, aspect. 
I find it really cool to see that you're making content as 
well, even if it's like, you know, not entirely Somali, but 
you are capable.

And same goes for me as well. I think like we're capable 
of, we're kind of like testing out what we can [00:03:00] 
and, uh, maybe we can use that stuff in the future one 
way or the other. Right. And

Iman: you know, our conversations, like actually like, 
cause we were talking about proverbs, but basically 
when we had been talking about it actually. We've been 
thinking, okay, what was my favorite Somali poverty? And 
it was like the, if the people came together because men 
the crack in the sky and like, you never noticed like how 
like small things like that, like inspire you.

That's ridiculous. Um, okay, so now I'm going to show you, 
um, some something I found, if this is the same file that 
you saw, that your dad made, then that's going to be, did 
he put it on.

Saber : I can see it. Okay. So, um, well the name is 
Gemma P hate and Lucia. You know, my smile is not also 
the best. So you, you said you're giving yourself a seven 
and a two, right? Think about the same or worse for me.

Saber : What's your name?

Iman: My name is Iman dirie

Saber : How old are you?

Iman: I'm 22

Saber : Were you born in Somalia?

Iman: I was born in Canada in Toronto. Um, I haven't 
been back home, but inshallah hoping to go sometime 
soon.

Saber : How well would you rate your Somali on a scale 
from one to ten?

Iman: Um, that's a great question. I would say like, like 
my understanding is very well. I see my understanding is 
like seven or eight. My speaking is very bad. I'll give it a 
two

Saber : How well are you known with Somali Proverbs?

Iman: That's also a good question., In my own personal 
experience, I'm not too well versed with Somali proverbs 
But I do know that like my dad has had like a lot of 
experience. I think like he collected, like he collected 
quite a few Somali proverbs. And he is been working on 
them.]
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So like, I think like, it is important to like revive it because 
then like you can identify cause then like with language, 
like you can identify with it. You can like, you can you'll 
feel attached to it. That makes sense

Saber : . Awesome. Awesome. Um, you deuce say about 
yourself that you're at a two in terms of like level of 
speaking.

Do you have any, um, I guess wish for that to get up to a 
10? 

Iman: I do. I really want to get, I really do want to become 
fluent in the language. I think like the also like. [00:06:00] 
Finding the resources to become fluent. I can't go to 
Duolingo and practice Somali You know what I mean?

Saber : Nah we have to move back (dhaqan celis) for a 
whole year. Would you ever do that?

Iman: Honestly. Okay. So I haven't been to Somalia. I have 
been to Uganda before and why I stayed there. I kid you 
not my cousins. They're living better than me here. like, 
like the, like the culture as like, like Toronto, like, like half 
the year where basically like we're in the coal, the snowy, 
but there it's just,

it was, so I also went like around like the fall times, it was 
just so bright and warm and welcoming. And I just, I 
wouldn't mind living there for a year. Like if you told me 
this in high school, I was literally in tears, but now it does 
sounds so nice.

Saber : Okay. Hold up. You say you would be in tears. So 
did you, were you... well afraid of somalia? Or did you not 
like it at one point?

Iman: No it's just the rumors I would hear! Cause like I 
hear my friends, you know, it's like, they just go on 
"vacation". And I just never see them again.

 I would want it to be like, more of a choice, you know, like 
back then it was... You go, you don't come Back!

Saber : What made you not feel like that anymore?

Iman: I think it was like, as I grew older, like my 
perceptions and perspectives had changed too.

Now. I'm like, oh my gosh. Now I understand that the 
beauty of it. I want to see like where my parents came 
from. I grew up

So I look at the synopsis for this one and, the person that 
wrote it says, I written in this book so that we do not lose 
sight of the, it says three Proverbs. And I also am to revive 
the full vocabulary so, how do you feel towards, that 
sentiment reviving our language

Iman: Yes. I think it's very true. Like it's very much needed 
see, like reviving, like, like that Somali, like that 
connection with our mother tongue and our culture and 
our heritage, because like, I think something that like a 
lot of like, first-generation Somalis that, uh, born in like 
the Western, either the Western world or somewhere 
else.

Something that we face is like, maybe like a disconnect 
with like our own culture. And our heritage is like, at the 
same time, we're also like being like, we have like, like, 
like we're being said, like different, [00:05:00] like a lot of 
misinformation from the media to say, like, growing up, 
you have kids who used to say basically like, like, let me 
be Somali pirates.

that's all I would hear. As like a young kid. Like that's 
what, like, I would associate my identity with, which , it 
isn't the best, but it's because like what I was hearing, 
what I was told and like, I didn't have that much 
knowledge of like our rich, like oral history or like our 
Proverbs and such.
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Iman: Yeah, I think there's benefit in everything. So I 
think. It w it could benefit people. Like a lot of 
convention, people have a better understanding of like, 
what, like, it's, like, you're learning it from strictly a source. 
Right. So to help people to learn more about like, 
Somalia's one's culture, its peoples and like, yeah, I think, I 
think it'd be really beneficial in that sense.

And also. It's just like, sometimes people read like, like 
poles about like poems or wisdoms from like other 
cultures and like compare it to like their own experiences. 
I think like a lot of things, I think actually there's less 
smaller, literally a smaller program. I'm only gonna skim a 
second because I wouldn't be able to find it really.

Saber : It's like

Iman: Somali, the van was shifted like in bend, ma I don't 
know how to say the probate, but they don't basically. 
Somali people narrate lies but not through their proverbs

Saber : the goal. Oh, that's it. That's a proverb in of itself. 
Yes. So it says Somalis don't lie and Lester accepts what 
was the last bi tOkay, cool. That's actually a cool This is 
going to be the main one. Awesome. How, where did you 
find this?

Iman: I asked my dad, I said, what's your favorite 
proverb? He send me that!

Saber : That's acid. Okay, cool. Um, yeah, I think, I think 
you also raised a good point about learning from other 
cultures as well, because in that sense, that would 
almost. If let's say somebody first, um, introduction to 
Somalia would be knowledge about Proverbs.

That'd be way better than seeing the captain Phillips 
movie.

Iman: Yes, exactly. Exactly. Yeah. It's and it's definitely it'll 
help to like, I guess I tend like those, like stereotypes that 
currently exist.

Saber : Yeah, it'd be cool if we were known as you know, I 
guess when no now is the nation of poets or Google 
causes that.

I'm not sure if people feel like that, but, um, it'd be cool if 
other people knew about us, like the nation approach 
that

Iman: I know that actually really amazing and watch like, 
keep up, like what you're doing, because it's so important 
to see like, just like representation too. You never know 
like what kids are watching and being like, wow, I want to 
go home and be like Saber

Iman: uh, would you have, would you have been okay 
with the Dhaqan celis ( Going back for a while)?

Saber : Um, I think if it happened, when I was like young, 
I don't think I would have minded at all. Like as even 
[00:08:00] like, you know, The stupid teenage years, 
where were you already just not doing anything 
productive?

Like I bet back then I cared was like playing PlayStation 
and, you know, stuff like that. Like I think a year less of 
that in a year, more of culture would have been a very 
welcome . And in right now, I think, um, if I were to move 
there, it probably. For like a year, like after college and 
then, yeah, I think I could, if I do have the funds to like, 
you know, provide for myself over there.

Yeah, exactly. Then I could stay there. Um, all right. Uh, on, 
uh, show you some of these pages. Um,

yeah, that's so interesting.

You got to go. Okay. So do you think this would work well 
on somebody who. Yeah. Actually, let me ask you this 
question. Do you think our D our wisdom or knowledge 
or this? Um, my, my year in general, the Proverbs, would 
they be of any benefit to people who are not smelly?
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I have dedicated this book to the Somali-speaking 
community wherever they are at home and abroad I 
have written this book so that we do not lose sight of the 
three proverbs we inherited from our forefathers and the 
wise men of old.

So that the youth of today can take advantage to 
remember the value and wisdom of the three-pronged 
proverb

I also aim to revive the vocabulary of our mother tongue 
and of course to enhance the reputation of our language

Every maahmaah in this book has the following format:

Link to pdf assetSaddax ley ah is a book talking about “ 3 kinds of people” 
a form of maahmaahyo that’s three-pronged Below you 
will find the translation of the preface, foreword and 
prologue  of this book

All rights reserved to the author of this book and may not 
be reproduced, duplicated or copied without the 
permission of the author. If you do, you will be 
prosecuted in a court of law, but if you copy this 
hard-earned book without knowing it, you will be 
deprived of what you read in the hereafter and in this 
world.

I would like to ask my brothers and sisters who are 
reading this book that if they see anything wrong with 
me, they should contact me on the phone and the 
emails listed above.

I would like to thank Mohamud Jama Saber and, of 
course, the great poet Yusuf Sha'ir, both of whom have 
played a significant role in the production and 
publication of this book. It is also important not to forget 
the significant role played by Osman Abdullahi Haji Saber 
Hussein in this book.
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Positives

● A vast collection of somali maahmaah
● A way to directly contact the author
● Source is the poet: Yusuf Sha'ir,
● Author has the same shares the same ideals I have 

to revive this aspect of our culture

Negatives

● No explanations in english 
● Scanned in PDF 
● No Images 
● More explanation in detail
● Creatively the Font size is too big. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DGED65UoJZVVBy2vX5y_XrAAij-0NpwC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DGED65UoJZVVBy2vX5y_XrAAij-0NpwC/view?usp=sharing


https://twitter.com/somaliproverbs Twitter 
post not active 2018 posting proverbs with 
translation

Facebook post social media
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https://twitter.com/somaliproverbs


(378) Don’t become like these three) 
1. Matoshe  
2. Matashiishe
3. Matashade

V2

V1

(378) Don’t become like these three) 
1. Matoshe : 1: Someone who doesn’t stitch his clothes when it rips, because it will tear a lot more 

if let alone. ( doesn’t fix mistakes rather lets them get worse) 
2. Matashiishe  2: Someone who doesn’t make their own choices, left alone he will not be able to 

do anything) 
3. Matashade: Someone who wastes all their resources (money)

V3

Matoshe : Someone who doesn’t 
stitch his clothes when it rips, 
because it will tear a lot more if 
let alone. ( doesn’t fix mistakes 
rather lets them get worse) 

Matashiishe :  Someone who 
doesn’t make their own choices, 
left alone they will not be able to 
do anything) 

Matashade: Someone who 
wastes all their resources 
(money)

(378) Don’t become like these three) 

Attachment 4.0
Different ways to showcase a maahmaah
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Script prototype video:

Situation: A mother asked her son if will not rock his 
chair. He falls and his mother tells him the maahmaah.  

Saber: *rocks the chair

Mom: Sees, and tells him : Can you stop rocking your 
chair before you fall? 

Saber: Nah look I got it completely under Contr- AAH 
fakes*

Mom: Aiyaa

Saber: I got you there HAhaahahHAHAAA *falls* 

Mom: Bel nin soo jook laga waay soo jiff aa laga helaa 
maha

Saber: Translated: He does not hear the word stop, will 
hear the words lying down.

Created using:

Adobe Animate
AT2020 microphone

“Bel nin soo jook laga waay 
soo jiff aa laga helaa”
Literal translation:

He does not hear the word stop, will hear 
the words lying down.

Explanation:

He who won’t listen to warnings will get
Into trouble.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15ygoxcg5sZKHMp-6Pf8hrSe5DH6ne_Su/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/15ygoxcg5sZKHMp-6Pf8hrSe5DH6ne_Su/preview
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Baba: Warya you have a filthy spot

Saber: No it's not that bad

Baba: Go wash your clothes right now 

Saber: Yo let me borrow your white khamis bro 

Mali: Bro I’ll do it for the one time man but not again

Saber: Appreciate you? 

Saber: I’m going to need another one man

Mali: At your age and you can’t even wash your clothes. 
I’m not giving you another one

Saber: Shut up man just give me another one greedy

Baba: What's going on over here? 

Saber: He won’t lend me some clothes

Mali: I already gave him some last time and now he 
comes again what's wrong with him

Baba: What did I tell you Nin kuu digay kuma dillin

Baba: So that’s not going to cut it go wash your clothes

“nin kuu digay
kuma dilin”
Literal translation:

he who warned you didn’t hurt you. 

Explanation:

N/A

Link to pdf asset

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JmhjKd3h_zE5pF3s3lz4BsTlsabat0ID/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JmhjKd3h_zE5pF3s3lz4BsTlsabat0ID/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15ygoxcg5sZKHMp-6Pf8hrSe5DH6ne_Su/view?usp=sharing
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Testing the new design in an animation. While using a popular 
sound, “Noo why do you do that for that’s my guy” On tiktok 
combined with the relatable moment “when your phone dies.”

The goal was to showcase the new style, reappear on tiktok and 
drive engagement. The video ended up with 46,6 K views

With the following comments: .
 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iY6-MO4Cq5hmZQjS8v_PRxt_xxLq-FAB/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iY6-MO4Cq5hmZQjS8v_PRxt_xxLq-FAB/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1O3G-paT6U0x3Bp8n8ObXZJddoSIXEjyh/preview
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Redesign Saber
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Design iman
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Attachment 8.3
Redesign Abti

Somali elder

Abti design 2021 Abti design 2022

Kufi hats

Comparison view
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Attachment 10.0
Data common example of Maahmaah

Different tags:

Hero, men, women, wisdom, charity, Somali people, kids, god, war, love
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Attachment 11.0
Website design

Mobile front page Menu drop down Submit page
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Attachment 12.0
Website design

Website front page Submit page
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Script revisions
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Attachment 14.0
Proof_of_concept Ramadan charity

“Meel hoo u bahan
Hadal waxbo kama taro”
Literal translation:

A place in need speech is useless

Explanation:

Where people are asking to receive, words 
alone don’t accomplish anything.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sgLyLCr9VF-B_HQU40WzRZoNaQjqgbmJ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sgLyLCr9VF-B_HQU40WzRZoNaQjqgbmJ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/17piM2pAkLR850mU01JiQexIWyjt4aat7/preview
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Reshares & comments

@signedIman my co-voice actor
reshared on her story & page

@PapaSaber extra card for the 
donation encouraging those who 
were fasting to donate because of 
the night of power

@launchgood the owner of the 
charity found my content and 
reshared on their story page as 
well.

@jae_deen. A muslim convert who 
has been volunteering for this 
exact campaign. Found the video 
and commented: “This is a 
masterpiece <3”

@yescene probably the most 
famous somali cartoonist followed 
me back on instagram. And 
messaged me some love. His wife 
apparently  showed him 
mycontent. This was a personal 
win because I have been a long 
time fan and follower of his.
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